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two guys and one horse, that’s what this video is about. one of the guys, who is a “rich guy” (an italian phrase) is trying to get a deal for a new house. the other guy, who is a “poor guy” (another italian phrase) is just trying to have a good time. the guy who is rich wants to be in
a place that is quieter (not too noisy) and have a faster horse. this guy wants to get out of the city and into the country. the poor guy just wants to have fun. the city guy doesn’t have enough money to buy a horse; he was going to buy one from his rich friend but it’s too
expensive. so, he says, “fuck it! i’m going to do it myself!” the poor guy starts to make a sign for his horse. he says, “i’m going to get a horse and i’m going to make the horse my horse!” he pulls a string from the end of the sofa (a rope is attached to the sofa) and hangs it over
the edge of the balcony. he says, “the horse is going to walk right here.” the poor guy climbs the rope and gets on the balcony. the city guy is standing below. he says, “come on, get down.” he gets down and pulls the string and the horse walks off the balcony. the poor guy gets
back in the tv room. he says, “i’m going to give the horse a name!” he gets on the sofa and pulls the string and the horse comes back on the sofa. the rich guy is standing below and says, “you’re crazy! what are you doing?” “i’m going to name this horse!” says the poor guy. he
gets on the sofa and pulls the string and the horse comes back on the sofa. “the horse is going to get fucked!” says the rich guy. “come here,” says the rich guy. he pulls the string and the horse gets off the sofa. the poor guy says, “i’m going to name this horse!” he pulls the
string and the horse comes back on the sofa. “he’s going to get fucked!” says the rich guy. the poor guy says, “come here,” and pulls the string and the horse gets off the sofa. “i’m going to name this horse!” says the poor guy. he pulls the string and the horse comes back on
the sofa. “i’m going to fuck that horse!” says the rich guy. the rich guy gets on the sofa and pulls the string and the horse gets off the sofa. the poor guy says, “i’m going to name that horse!” he pulls the string and the horse comes back on the sofa. “i’m going to name that
horse!” says the poor guy.
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